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Looking for Collaboration in All the Wrong Places 

This fellowship project thinks about and practices (or attempts) collaboration. It seeks to create 
pedagogical opportunities for collaboration between faculty, between students, and between faculty 
and students, yet it depends on the collaboration of  the community to develop these opportunities. 
At the same time the project investigates the nature of  collaboration itself. 

The project was sparked by conversations at an AACU conference about the rising value placed by 
employers on collaborative skills as well as recognition that the term collaboration appears 
increasingly frequently, whether in learning outcomes, committee meetings, pedagogical articles or  
popular culture. Why collaboration? Group work lies at the core of  so many academic and social 
endeavors - from cross-disciplinary work to inclusive pedagogies to digital technologies (such as 
open educational resources (OERs)) but group work does not equal collaboration. Group work is 
often framed in terms of  teams, division of  tasks, taking turns and schedules. Collaboration 
counters these structures and their  common emphasis on the individual whether the value for 
leadership, member contributions, singular achievement or even the focus on student-teacher 
relationship. Do we share an understanding of  what collaboration is and how to bring it about? 

In most dictionaries, collaboration receives two definitions. Its first meaning addresses working with 
another person or a group to produce or create something; the second definition, amusingly, 
concerns cooperating with an enemy. These two meanings, at odds with each other, highlight the 
push and pull that collaboration can be as well as the ambiguous place of  the individual and 
individual identity in collaboration. They also point out assumptions about the collaborative process 
and how we define products. Is the enemy to collaboration one’s self ? 

This inquiry set out to to look at collaboration that may include teamwork, participatory design, 
partnerships, peer review, improvisation, brainstorming, and/or cooperation but is not only that. It 
sought something that happens between individuals but is born of  the group. It does not necessarily 
involve a division of  labor nor is it dependent on an organic relationship. 

The project began with a set of  questions and a playground of  sorts, comprised of  three basic 
components of  the curriculum. Together these questions and elements would allow exploration of  
collaboration in different settings and among different groups of  faculty, students and staff. This 
exploration would result not only in products but also in frameworks for collaboration that faculty 
and students could implement in the future. 
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The questions included (but were not limited to!): 
• How do we teach or participate in deliberate collaboration?  
• How do you structure the interaction, negotiation and even innovation or problem-solving? 
• How do we create a collaborative learning situation?  Are there guidelines? 
• What might be different about the parameters needed for collaboration between faculty vs. faculty 

and student vs. students.  
• How can assessment/reflective practices help? 
• Sometimes we need efficiency; how can collaboration achieve that? 
• What is the relationship between collaboration and innovation? 
• Does collaboration only turn on trust? 

The elements were: 
1. An assignment. A student-led assignment appropriate for all 300-level History of  Art and 

Design courses that would engage students in developing the design and direction of  the work. 
This idea arose from conversations with faculty, particularly around inclusive pedagogies. The 
design of  the assignment would emerge from collaboration of  faculty and would produce an 
opportunity for collaboration between faculty and student. 

2. A course. An Exhibition Practicum that would give students the opportunity to organize and 
mount an exhibition in the Pratt library (and online) drawn (at least initially) from the Pratt 
Archives. This proposal arose from conversations with students, faculty and library staff. It 
would allow students to manage all aspects of  an exhibition process, try on different roles and 
cross disciplines while digging deeper into Pratt history. Again, collaboration between faculty 
would generate the course syllabus and the course would require collaborative work. 

3. A program: A Digital Humanities Minor that would be held in SLAS or across all SLAS 
departments. The proposal arose from conversations across the Institute and wider community 
but was sponsored by two faculty. Nonetheless the program proposal entailed writing three 
syllabi as well as establishing its structure; hence, it offered an opportunity for collaborative 
dialogue with faculty, staff  and students both at Pratt and at other institutions, particularly as the 
program necessitated participation across disciplines. Furthermore the nature of  the digital 
humanities field invites collaboration whether on projects or resources. 

These three elements addressed the need and value for collaboration in education and community. It 
sought to examine collaborative production and collaborative learning. How do you create an 
inclusive and equitable environment that emphasizes group dynamics? 

What happened next.  
Through Spring and Summer 2022 other events and logistics intervened that thwarted collaboration 
in each of  the three elements.  
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Working backwards: 
3. While the Digital Humanities Minor seemed to require the most time and effort in the end it came 
together by the end of  Spring 2022, was approved by the various curriculum review committees and 
officially launched in the Fall 2022. While the success of  the proposal depended on input from 
various faculty, staff  and students both from within the Pratt community and without, in the end it 
was driven by the work of  two people rather any kind of  team and collaboration. Program 
outcomes, course menus and even specific sentences in the proposal benefitted from dialogue, and 
back-and-forth editing but the whole did not speak of  many voices. 

2. The Exhibition Practicum syllabus also veered away from collaboration as faculty, department and 
program priorities shifted, along with calendars. The course is expected to be submitted for review 
in Spring 2023. If  approved, the course will present opportunities for collaboration between 
students as well as students and faculty but again, it was not born of  collaboration due in large part 
due to time constraints. However the recognition of  the need for the course does reflect 
collaborative faculty and staff  dialogues. 

3. The assignment work, seemingly the lowest stakes project, remains in its beginning stages; it will 
be taken up after the current review of  300-level courses by the current History of  Art and Design 
Curriculum Review Committee and its work on inclusive pedagogy. 

Meanwhile glimpses into collaboration appeared in unexpected places. In Spring 2022, the Curating 
Culture graduate students decided to work together on a final project centered on the history of  the 
Pratt Graphic Center. The idea evolved from an early semester visit and assignment revolving 
around the Pratt Archives. Each student chose an item or group of  items from the Archive for a 
short “First Steps” presentation that asked the students to consider the history of  the item, its place 
in the collection and how it might be presented to the public. Following the students’ presentations 
the group collectively decided to pursue a joint final project that would dig deeper into the history 
of  the Pratt Graphic Center, its philosophy, leaders, exhibitions and relationship to Pratt students. 
Thus a collaboration was born - or was it? The project developed into a collaborative timeline (see 
below). Group visits were made to the Archives, materials were shared and time was dedicated to 
group critique. The end product was a set of  parallel annotated timelines. As lively to the eye as it 
may seem the parallel nature of  the product reflects the kind of  “parallel work” that ensued. Student 
reflections (excerpts below) support this observation. Collaborative moments occurred. Perhaps the 
idea for the project was formed by collaboration but the product was not.  
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Exhibit A: Snapshot of  Curating Culture: Pratt Graphic Center Collaborative Timeline 

 

Excerpts from student reflections: 

“….watching how other people interacted with the archives or looked for information was really 
useful in teaching me how to look at the material in different ways.”  

“Projects can be so big and seem impossible to cover all the necessary ground. It requires so much 
labor. We cut the piece into sections and then seeing the full picture (for the most part) was 
amazing.”  

“…doing research is alway a difficult task to me, and by working with my colleagues I gain some 
crucial research skills.” 

“…communication should be especially important.” 

“Initially, it had seemed like everyone was really excited to jump and everyone was throwing out 
really ambitious but exciting ideas, but everyone’s schedules…seemed to be more strained than usual 
and we just had to accept that the end product wasn’t going to be what we initially envisioned.” 
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“it was still great to see a final product that wasn’t just my own. I loved being able to discuss topics 
and the material as a team and go through primary documents with my peers. Everyone approached 
the material so differently, so it was great to see how that came through on the board.” 

The collaborative timeline, while closer to collaboration (organic working style, some structure but 
not too much) still fell back on division of  tasks/topics and increasingly more individual work as the 
project came to a close. 

What structures need to be in place to maintain collaboration? Did there need to be more structure - 
or more fluidity? Would more scaffolded reflection have helped? Was it the nature of  the end 
product? 

B. While the Curating Culture students were grappling with their timeline, HAD faculty who teach 
the first year course, Themes in Art and Culture, were meeting regularly to discuss syllabus revision and 
new approaches. One assignment that emerged from these conversations and was embraced by 
many faculty was a creative timeline (yes, another timeline). In brief, the project asks students to first 
choose 4-6 images from those examined over the course of  the semester; the selection should range 
across time, space, media and cultures but are addressed in some way whether through focused 
discussion, posted videos, or readings. While each selection required a short summary analysis; it 
also asks for an introductory paragraph that explains the theme, connections and relationships 
between the set of  works. Students then designed their “timeline” on an online bulletin board that 
allowed them to emphasize the relationships that may not be chronological or geographical. 

Exhibit B: Faculty Collaboration on an Assignment: Thematic and Progressive Timeline 
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As another colleague and I discussed the successes and challenges of  the assignment we thought 
back to the origins of  the assignment. Whose idea was it anyway?  

We realized that the assignment emerged out of  a set of  conversations focused on sorting out a new 
approach to a “survey” that would expand not only its breadth and depth but its perspectives. Yes, 
one colleague or another took the group further along in the development of  the project but the full 
idea belonged to a collective process, not an individual. 

While the initial practical components of  the project proved to be less collaborative - or less about 
collaboration - than hoped, they, along with the timeline projects, offered insights into the ways of   
collaboration. 

- Collaboration depends not only shifting individual roles but on losing them.  
- Relationships carry the work. Authorship is dispersed. 
- The project’s agency belongs to the group dynamic rather than the individuals. 
- Discomfort facilitates learning and innovation; it is not only about looseness but about allowing 

for changed expectations of  images of  linear progress. 
- Understanding can be (or must be) broken apart and made anew. 
- Informality matters and has its own organization but collaboration needs a deliberateness to be 

maintained. 
- Perhaps collaboration succeeds better when the group shares a direction or intention rather than 

an end product. 
- It helps to think about assemblage over accumulation. 

Along with these propositions came further questions about how to create an environment for 
students and/or peers to feel comfortable in discomfort while also feeling safe and acknowledged. 

Working forward or next steps for 2023. 
An attempt to make it practical again and expand the circle of  collaborators. 
- An assignment becomes classroom practices that include inclusive assignment design, smaller 

collaboration exercises, collaborative forms of  assessment (these allow for faculty to student and 
student to student collaboration; initiatives started in Senior Seminar, Museology and other) 

- A course becomes a dialogue across departments, schools and communities through development 
of  a collaborative group across NYC faculty teaching the introductory History of  Art and Design 
course that activates lines of  communication and works on strategies for collaboration (through 
roundtables, discussions, shared documents that allow for faculty to faculty collaboration; 
initiative started with faculty cohort) 

- A program becomes a resource for collaboration (a CLC  or Collaboration Learning Community, 
credit to Brian Brooks for the title; whether an OER or other platform that allows for shared materials 
on collaboration in pedagogy, theory, interpretation, art and design). 
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Not-yet conclusions. 
Collaboration is not magic nor is it easy. It works against most popular notions of  the self, expertise 
and efficiency but it is about how we work with each other to problem solve, deepen analysis and 
find innovation through intermingling thoughts and ideas outside of  authorship - just as one can do 
in scholarship. Collaboration aligns with efforts to address new approaches to inclusion, assessment 
and the transfer of  knowledge and ideas across disciplines. While the seeming messiness of  
collaboration indicates that it is organic or dependent on sympathetic participants, as indicated 
above, there are structures that can be used to establish a collaborative environment. These 
structures are not sets of  tasks or even resources but rather guidelines that balance flexibility and 
possibility along with rigor and purpose. 

Collaboration, otherwise defined: “the action of  working within and through relationships to 
produce or create something.” 

Reflections: 
 “For just as it’s difficult to say when something started, so too, or more so, I not 
unreasonably reason, is it uncertain that a thing has ended, since the tiniest event ramifies in all 
directions, in time and in space. Indeed, I ask myself  if  I can speak at all of  an individual event, of  a 
something having happened , distinct and discrete, isolated from all the other happenings and events 
going on elsewhere in the infinite foundry of  however many universes there are? No I can not. For 
nothing exists by itself, in isolation; there is only the continuum, in which everything presses into, 
bites into and extends from, everything else.”  
 John Banville’s first sentence of  his recent novel (claimed to be his last), The Singularities  
 (2022), p. 69. 

This project continues to highlight blurry beginnings and endings, perhaps reflective of  the 
collaborative and learning process. While the project examined the nature of  collaboration by 
focusing on three discrete projects it illuminated how collaboration acts on multiple levels and as 
one collaboration falters another opportunity rises up. For instance, as different students drew 
different lessons from the collaborative timeline, they also carried the timeline process into their 
work in different ways: for one it might lead to an independent study; for another it might lead to an 
archive internship. The incomplete work of  the 300-level assignment flows into the revision of  
existing assignments. The relationships of  collaboration do not have to stop with one product or 
experience. For collaboration occurs not only between people but between ideas and programs. At 
best, a curriculum is a collaboration of  courses, outcomes and projects brought alive by students, 
faculty and administration.  

Bibliography forthcoming. 
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